[ Continued from page 191.] IV.?Influence of the Birth rate on the Mortality of Children.
The birth-rate indicates how many births occur in one year among a certain number of living-inhabitants of a community or state. Of it is usual to calculate this proportion per 1,000 inhabitants. The birth-figure and the death-figure are of opposite significance in estimating the movement of a population. The smaller the birth-figure and the larger the death-figure> the more favourable is it for development, as then the increase by the births occurs to a small number of inhabitants and the loss by the deaths to a large number of inhabitants. On the other hand, a high birth-figure and a small death-figure indicate the most unfavourable conditions.* The fluctuation of the population as to numbers is equally * The above may seem paradoxical, but the author's meaning will be clear enough as the reader proceeds. The explanation lies in the meaning attached to the words "birth-figure" (geburtsziffer) and " death-figure" (stcrbeziffer for instance, in the succeeding paragraph, 29'1 is the birth-figure and manifestly the higher this figure, the less the increase; and similarly, the lower the death-figure goes, the higher the mortality Or refer to the next table, Saxony with a lower birthfigure (25't)S) must have a greater increase through births (^S"4%,) 
